
Deep and necessary transformation experience for anyoneDeep and necessary transformation experience for anyone
in a leadership role.in a leadership role.

Ontological coaching ensures outcomes of authenticityOntological coaching ensures outcomes of authenticity
and longevity in creating a permanent and good changeand longevity in creating a permanent and good change
within the dynamics of your team in your organisation.within the dynamics of your team in your organisation.  

It enables you as a leader to show up as the best possibleIt enables you as a leader to show up as the best possible
version of yourself to lead yourversion of yourself to lead your  
workforce.workforce.
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The world of work has changed dramatically and we needThe world of work has changed dramatically and we need
to adjust rapidly to thrive in these conditions.to adjust rapidly to thrive in these conditions.

Critically we need to develop new and more powerful waysCritically we need to develop new and more powerful ways
of serving our existing customers and developing newof serving our existing customers and developing new
business.business.  

Covid-19 has changed the way we work, where we workCovid-19 has changed the way we work, where we work
and how to connect effectively with our teamsand how to connect effectively with our teams  
and as an organisation as a whole.and as an organisation as a whole.  
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Deal confidently and effectively with stress andDeal confidently and effectively with stress and  

Develop the ability to learn, unlearn andDevelop the ability to learn, unlearn and

Continuously achieve key business improvements.Continuously achieve key business improvements.
Contribute to better delivery on promisesContribute to better delivery on promises

Work more productively with diverse teams.Work more productively with diverse teams.
Make more powerful requests.Make more powerful requests.

              pressure.pressure.

              relearn – to be future fitrelearn – to be future fit

              and agreements.and agreements.  



To develop leaders who are future fit andTo develop leaders who are future fit and
who are agile, flexible and able to adjust rapidly to change.who are agile, flexible and able to adjust rapidly to change.

To provide leaders with self-awareness, self-managementTo provide leaders with self-awareness, self-management
and practical tools needed to boost their own personaland practical tools needed to boost their own personal
mastery,mastery,

To develop leadership competencies to lead people toTo develop leadership competencies to lead people to
achieve greater personal, team andachieve greater personal, team and  
business success.business success.
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"It has impacted my view about myself as a leader. I have found myself"It has impacted my view about myself as a leader. I have found myself
being more motivated and inclined to be bolder with problem solving,being more motivated and inclined to be bolder with problem solving,

as well as being driven and intensely focused on tasks at hand.”as well as being driven and intensely focused on tasks at hand.”
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"The programme was extremely beneficial"The programme was extremely beneficial
to me as it has assisted me in understanding my personality better andto me as it has assisted me in understanding my personality better and

how to deal with my triggers and lead my team more effectively.”how to deal with my triggers and lead my team more effectively.”

"This course has put me on the path to"This course has put me on the path to
truly being the best version of myself. It has really given me confidencetruly being the best version of myself. It has really given me confidence

and my leadership skills a huge boost."and my leadership skills a huge boost."



20 hours of learning, divided into 5 sessions of20 hours of learning, divided into 5 sessions of
4 hours each.4 hours each.

Sessions are spread out every 2 or 3 weeksSessions are spread out every 2 or 3 weeks
over about 3 months.over about 3 months.

Delivery is highly interactive and experientialDelivery is highly interactive and experiential
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Practical implementation takes place betweenPractical implementation takes place between
sessions.sessions.  

The venue for the programme is suitable forThe venue for the programme is suitable for
face-to-face delivery with strict adherence andface-to-face delivery with strict adherence and
compliance to Covid-19 precautions.compliance to Covid-19 precautions.      

Maximum participants is 12.Maximum participants is 12.
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2021 DATES OF ATTENDANCE2021 DATES OF ATTENDANCE  
1010    FebruaryFebruary      08:0008:00    --    12:3012:30
0303    MarchMarch                08:0008:00    --    12:3012:30
2424    MarchMarch                08:0008:00    --    12:3012:30
1414    AprilApril                        08:0008:00    --    12:3012:30
0505    MayMay                      08:0008:00    --    12:3012:30
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Fiddlewoods Conference Room
 

Corner Hawley Road & Skeen Boulevard

Bedfordview

Breakfast & registration commence at 07:00 / 07:30
Workshop commences at 08:30 - 12:30



Please contact our sales consultant for morePlease contact our sales consultant for more
information.information.

To book your space please contactTo book your space please contact
blossy@kpr.co.za who will assist you.blossy@kpr.co.za who will assist you.

www.kpr.co.zawww.kpr.co.za
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